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Рассматриваются структура и функции, способы обработки информации, тех
нические характеристики и процедуры проектирования АСУ для энергетических пред- 
п/тятий.

There have been considered die structure, functions, ways o f information processing, 
performance specifications and design procedures the automated control systems for power 
enterprises.

The accounting and control of power consumption were and remain one of the major 
parts of the production management. Reliability, promptitude and the from of information 
presentation, convenient for all the groups of users mean much for the effective accounting 
of power.

Till nowadays in the power enterprises one of the oldest samples of CTD «Power» 
(Complex of Technical Devices) has been used. The obsolescence of this complex pro
motes the search of new, advanced solutions in the field of hardware and program realiza
tion of the accounting and control system. The basic requirements to the new system are the 
following:

- the modem hardware, network and program base;
- simplicity of the system extension -  connection up to new objects of management 

OM (containing both electrical and non-electrical parameters) without serious financial and 
temporary expenses;
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- an opportunity of the scope of all the spectrum of power bearers;
- access to the connection with other software products.
Taking into account inevitability of stages of introduction of the complex, at the 

coordination of the' technical project TP the basic task becomes the selection of the hardware- 
software configuration, optimal for the construction of the system with the given qualities. 
As the software of the top level we choose system TRACE MODE. It is caused by the 
following properties of the system:

- by the large set of standard functions of the automated control system (exchange 
protocols, management algorithms, display forms);

- by simplicity of development, updating, extension;
- by orientation to the Kazakhstan market;
- comparatively low cost of the executive modules;
- by the large nomenclature of possible types of the automated working places;
- by the extended functions of the preparation of the reports with use of the statistical

device;
- by an opportunity to receive technical support in Russian from the manufacturer.
Thus, the system TRACE MODE is beyond compare in the correlation «price/func

tions».
However, if the question the top level of the software is easily solved, the structure 

of the low level of the power enterprise system will require consideration of more numbers 
of variants. The market of automation means of the low level of automated control systems 
today is sated with a plenty of products of well-known firms. At this time in the Russian 
market a perspective «beginner» -  controller «Lagoon» has appeared represented by the 
firms «Ad Astra Research Group» and «Industrial computer systems». It is constructed on 
the basis of the controller IC-7188 and built - in executive system TRACE MODE. As a 
result of the analysis of the opportunities it was decided to use the «Lagoon» as the central 
processor for the equipment of the low level. In the «Lagoon» has been used the unique 
opportunity of through programming and low enough cost (only US$300) and, that is also 
important, complete technical support from the manufacturer.

For the check of all the spectrum of the technical decisions «from top to bottom», as 
agreed with the customer, at the first stage we sell the through one-beam scheme of the system.

The low level: The equipment of the low level of the automated control system is 
founded on the basis of the modular industrial controller МПК-103 TexnoDAT, developed 
by the department NIOKR of Miass branch of JUrGU. As the module ofthe central proces
sor in it has been used the controller «Lagoon».

The application of this controller allows to lower considerably the total cost of the 
field equipment. Due to the autoconstrucition procedure TRACE ̂ ODE the controller pro-
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gramming designing and process the software of the top level becomes essentially easier 
and accelerated.

As the adapters of the I/O have been used the intellectual modules o f communication 
and transformation of the information (MOC&TI) developed in NIOKR Miass branch of 
JUrGU. MOC&TI are constructed on the basis of the microcontroller PIC16F874 (877) 
and are structurally executed in the format of the standard «Euro mechanics 3U» (160x 100 
mm). The information interchange with the modules is made on the consecutive trunk RS- 
485 under the protocol based on the standard IPC - CON 1-7000 (ADAM-4000). Every 
MOC&TI represents a set of virtual modules o f the series ICP-DAS (1-7000). The 
configuration allows providing in one MOC&TI practical imitation o f 25 modules o f the 
type 1 -7000 of different assignments in various combinations. With the help of the program 
configuration it is possible to adjust MOC&TI in such a manner that for each discrete input 
is additionally realized the 16th digit counter (1 -7080).

, , For MOC&TI, used in the complex of the automated control system of the power 
enterprise the following combination of virtual modules 1 -7000 is applicable:

-1-7017 - analog input (eight signals 0... 20mA);
- two modules 1-7053 - discrete input (2x 16 signals of the kind «dry contact»);
-16 modules 1 -7080 - accounting modules (16x2 of 16-digit counters).
Thus, for reception of all the signals with CP it is enough to establish four MOC&TI,

. which provide the accounting of the information from peripheral devices (including 
calculation o f pulses on each discrete input). Besides, taking into account uniformity and 
universality of the modules the problem of the power enterprise unification is easily solved.

The controller «Lagoon» is responsible for the accounting of the information from 
. channels and its transference to the main server of the power enterprise on the consecutive 

.industrial highway RS-485 with the use of the standard protocol М-Link. The support of the 
protocol IPC - CON 1 -7000 by the means of TRACE MODE allows essentially to simplify 
the mechanism of adjustment of the connection with the modules.

The SCADA level: The dispatching level of the power enterprise will have the 
following architecture:

- the server of the power enterprise, responsible for the accounting, processing, ar
chives and display of the information from the peripheral controllers «Lagoon». Besides, 
the server of the power enterprise is the supplier of the current, archival and statistical infor
mation to the dispatching and scheduled services of the power enterprise;

- automated working place of the dispatcher of an electroshop intended for the effec
tive control o f current power consumption and emergency events;

- automated working place of the dispatchers electrobureau, whose purpose is the 
account of the current power consumption, analysis and planning of power consumption modes;
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- automated working place of the engineer of the automated control systems intended 
for technical service and extension of the enterprise system.

The functions o f the accounting of the information, processing, display and archives 
are assigned to the Monitor PB TRACE MODE. The use of autoconstruction procedure 
and an opportunity to duplicate graphic objects allows (after the choosing of the typical 
decision) in the shortest terms to carry out routine work at the creation of the project as a 

whole.
Also the unique and capacious concept «channel» attracts attention to itself. The 

complex information structure of the channel TRACE MODE gives ample opportunities to 
the developer. The optimum use of the channel attributes in aggregate with the built -  in 
processing of the information allows essentially to reduce the quantity o f the channels 
necessary for the construction of the effective control system.

The decision on the organization of information interaction of the channels presents 
the greatest interest.

The information processing occurs as follows:
- on the input of the channel connected to the «Lagoon»; there is coming information 

about the condition of the accounting input MOC&TI. Further, through the procedure of 
Compilation, the Real meaning of the channel, being the indications o f the electrical counter, 
is formed. The procedure «Management of the given channel» is responsible for the calculation 
of the current capacity; thus, the Input meaning of another channel containing the information 
about capacity is formed. As attributes of the channel containing parameters of transformation 
of the electric meter (KU, KI, KR), we shall accept the decision to use the borders o f the 
channel;

- from the input of the channel of capacity formed by the accounting channel of 
parameter, through procedure the Compilation, is calculated average meaning of capacity. 
The procedure «Management of the given channel» forms Target meaning of the channel, 
which is the meaning of the integrated consumption of capacity for the current days. The 
limits on capacity are set in the fields of the borders of the channel;

- the similar information structure allows to realize nine parameters, connected to the 
controlled size, using only two channels TRACE MODE.

The archiving of information is realized as:
• the archive of the technological measurements containing the information on mea

sured and calculated meanings of the channels; the archive is periodic, with an opportunity 
of the setting of the period of preservation in a range from 1 up to 99 hours; it is constructed 
on the basis of the archive SPAD TRACE MODE, that allows to keep any changes of all 
the attributes o f the channel (beginning with the condition of the counter and finishing with 
the daily consumption);
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- the archive of events containing the information on the operation of the signals of 
limits excess, personnel actions. The given archive is constructed on the basis of the Report 
of alarms TRACE MODE and contains the information in a textual kind with labels of time.

Except for the above described archives by the standard means TRACE MODE it is 
possible to realize the preservation of the condition of the system, that allows to organize the 
restoration of the parameters (parameters of the counter transformation, consumption limits) 
in case of a failure or the switching-off of the system.

Initially the server of a power enterprise was considered as the supplier of the 
information for economic and scheduled services of a power enterprise. Any information on 
groups of the consumers of current or archival measurements, and distribution of current 
consumption according to the zones and settlement periods can be received at the appropriate 
processing of the current and archival technological measurements. Thus, for the subsequent 
getting of the information about power consumption it is necessary to use opportunities of 
the documenting server TRACE MODE with its own rich mathematical device. Besides 
HTML-basis of the Editor of the patterns of the documenting server allows easily to create 
the documents, using practically unlimited opportunities available today at the developer of 
the Web-appendices. One of the basic advantages determining a choice of Global server of 
documenting TRACE MODE (having an opportunity to have publications, in Internet/ 
Intranet) is a unique opportunity to organize automated working place on the basis of ordinary 
Intemet-browser. Global documenting server publishes the documents (as a matter of fact, 
HTML-pages) on the server under the beforehand given script with the use of a pattern. 
After that any interested users such as the employees of electrobureaus, chiefs and chiefs of 
services of the objects -  consumers, experts of economic and scheduled services of the 
enterprise, can receive any information necessary for them; thus, the quantity of simultaneously 
active automated working place is not limited.

The technologies of through designing given by TRACE MODE, built - in support 
of the large number of devices of an I/O and exchange protocols, autoconstruction proce
dure allow to reduce work on the system integration to a minimum. All that the «Lagoon» -  
is required from the developer of software of the controller is to choose available adapters 
and to adjust address space.

Further, at the creation of software of the top level the basic task is a choice of the 
typical decision for the information processing and display from the channels, the rest is 
made by the autoconstruction procedure and built -  in mechanisms of duplicating. The 
development of patterns of the documents for the publication in Internet/Intranet also re
quires only typical decision that allows the personnel easily to create new patterns, using 
typical once as a basis. This task also is successfully soluble due to the ample opportunities 
of the Editor of patterns.
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As a result, the customer will be presented the effective system having such important 
advantages as universality, simplicity of change and extension, readiness for the interaction 
witfy other appendices. The new stage of the automation of power counting provides scale 
increase of the number of the CP, extension of functional opportunities of the system, increase 
of the quantity of the active users.
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